
DILIGENCE
“We want each of you to show this same diligence to the very end,

in order to make your hope sure.” — Hebrews 6:11
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Undermined 

Many of us have a routine we follow every Sunday morning as we prepare to

attend class and worship with the saints. For some of us, that routine varies only

slightly each week. We get up at the same time, eat breakfast at the same time,

etc. Some of us are so routine oriented that it might be almost possible for

observant neighbors to set their clock based on the very moment we pick up the

Sunday newspaper or pull out of the driveway.

Part of the routine we follow each Sunday, includes turning on the radio to not

only get the overnight news  but to also determine whether or not we’ll need a

jacket or perhaps even an umbrella that particular day. Since that radio is always

set to the same station, we hear the same programs (many of which are preachers)

every Sunday morning as we progress through that routine.

There’s one particular preacher — Ed Bousman — who has two time slots on

700WLW station every Sunday morning — one at 6:30 a.m. and then again at

8:00 a.m.. His two messages are usually different and very Scriptural in nature.

Mr. Bousman is never timid when it comes to  “taking on” the numerous false

doctrines that permeate many denominational beliefs — and  he always uses the

Scriptures as his reference point to demonstrate the error of those doctrines.

Sunday, May 22nd, began just like every other Sunday for us. We had started to move

through the normal Lord’s Day routine. The radio was on and the customary brief

newscast just prior to this preachers early program had began when the newscaster

said that Ed Bousman had passed away on the previous Monday, May 16th. Wow!

He’s the preacher who’s program was going to begin in just a few moments. We

knew he was quite elderly and had had some health problems — but nevertheless —

to hear that he had died, was a shock. He’s one of the few Scriptural voices among

the many other Sunday morning sermons that we hear as we move through that days

routine. But it was the next words out of the newscasters mouth that really gave us

food for thought. He went on to say that the Bousman family had informed them

that they had at least 5 years worth of pre-recorded programs and would continue

using both time slots. The family had told them that when Bousman’s health

began failing, his focus had been to record as many messages as he possibly

could so that the program could continue for many years to come after his death.

Now — why — you ask — is that food for thought? We’ll get to that in a minute.

First, let us tell you just a bit more about Ed Bousman. To do that, we’ll just copy

a section from his website — www.gijapa.org
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There are a variety of ways today in which the Word of God is being undermined.

We certainly don’t have sufficient space here to discuss each one. However one

more obvious effort is the homosexual agenda. The Bible is obviously a huge

obstruction to the advancement of that cause — it must therefore be removed

from having any influence. That can be accomplished by using perverse logic to

either “explain away” troublesome verses or to find a way to make the text

appear to mean something completely opposite from the obvious meaning. For

example, it’s rather common fare nowadays for some so called “christian colleges”

to teach that Sodom and Gomorrah was not destroyed because of the sin of

homosexuality but because of their “inhospitality” to strangers. ( Jude 7 alone,

clearly eliminates this possibility). Another example — there are those who now

argue that in Romans 1, Paul was only stating that heterosexuals should avoid homo-

sexual behavior — that he was not addressing consensual homosexual acts.

Skewed interpretations like these easily remove all sexual limitations the Scriptures

would otherwise place on individuals. Numerous efforts are being made to

depict the Bible as homophobic, hostile to women and presenting a judgemental

Deity — none of which are considered acceptable in our modern culture.

Other things that contribute to undermining the solid foundation of Scripture are —

• laws being enacted concerning gay marriage,

• teaching only evolution in schools,

• “new” hermeneutics being used to interpret the Bible,

• a politically correct society,

• some modern translations of the Bible that either exclude certain “offensive” words

(e.g “homosexual” in The Message) or put forth an agenda of their own,

• authors like Rob Bell who teach Universalism and that there is no literal hell,

• the acceptance of “contemporary” worship styles,

• the lack of commitment to the marriage covenant,

• and far too many more to mention here.

Ed Bousman didn’t understand the Scriptures exactly as most of us do but he

taught the Word from a position of fearless dedication. He didn’t worry whether

or not his listeners would like what he had to say — he said it anyway. He

always told it like it was — like the Bible said it was — not how an errant society

wanted it to be so its members could do as they wished and feel no guilt. We

believe Ed Bousman could truly say — just as Paul said —

“For I have not shunned to declare unto you all the counsel of God.”

(Acts 20:27 KJV)

Let us never be participants in undermining the foundation of our faith. Declare

all the counsel of God and defend it with fearless dedication.
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...and that foundation will not ever shift — or move — or change in any way.

“Therefore everyone who hears these words of Mine and acts on them,

may be compared to a wise man who built his house on the rock. And

the rain fell, and the floods came, and the winds blew and slammed

against that house; and yet it did not fall, for it had been founded on the

rock. Everyone who hears these words of Mine and does not act on

them, will be like a foolish man who built his house on the sand. The

rain fell, and the floods came, and the winds blew and slammed against

that house; and it fell — and great was its fall.”(Matt. 7:24-27 NASB)

It was on a rather stormy June afternoon when we first began to develop this

particular article. So as a dark cloud appeared on the horizon, we decided to check

weather.com to see if there were any weather warnings or watches. When the home

page came up — right there — on that page, was a picture of a house surrounded

by water that had tilted to one side and appeared to be sinking into the water. It

was a video under which the “tease” said —

“Raw: Flood overtakes house.”

Since we were discussing solid foundations in this article and that house certainly

appeared to have a serious foundational issue, we clicked on it. The video came

up and the narrative beside it read — 

“A home on Hoge Island, about ten miles north of Bismarck, ND

was surrounded by flood waters. Just 25 minutes later

the home’s foundation was undermined, causing the home to collapse.”

Hum-m-m-m. Because the foundation was undermined, the house collapsed. So no

matter how solid the foundation is — it can be undermined. As we discussed this

article and that video, it became apparent that even though the foundation on

which salvation rests will never shift, move or change — it can be undermined.

And the fact that Ed Bousman’s sermons have the same message today they had

when he first began preaching in 1943 — and will continue to have for years to

come — surely indicates that when one preaches from the solid foundation — it

will never shift, move or change. Bousman however, never allowed culture to

undermine his preaching of the Gospel because the foundation — the Scriptures

on which he based his sermons —  never shifts, moves or changes.

This is unlike many of the other preachers we hear today who have “adjusted”

their sermons and “softened” their messages in order to be more politically correct or

less offensive to some of those who hear their messages. Too many preachers are

allowing their foundation to be undermined by a culture intent on removing any

influence that God’s Word might have on it. While the Word will never shift,

move or change — there are those making every attempt they can possibly think

of to at least nullify its effectiveness toward savings souls if not completely

remove it from sight. When preachers decide to “adjust” their messages to be less

offensive — their foundation has been undermined and the Body of Christ will

be weakened to the point of collapse.

“Ed started the radio broadcast ministry as a result of a sermon he preached

one morning. He told the congregation to go home and pray for something

impossible. For his prayer, Ed prayed for a nation-wide radio ministry.

Shortly after that his prayers began to be answered when he started on

WCKY in Cincinnati. In 1962 he started the GOD IS JUST A PRAYER

AWAY [gijapa] radio ministry. . . . In 1984 he started the PREACHING

CHRIST TV program. PREACHING CHRIST TV was seen mainly on

satellite in all of North America and parts of Alaska and South America. This

is no longer active . . .In September 1997, we started on Shortwave Radio —

Bible Voice Europe, reaching all countries throughout Europe including

Russia. In November 1997 he began Shortwave Radio Africa reaching

over 140 million English-speaking people in three former British Colonies:

Nigeria, Ghana and Cameroons. Beginning June 1999 we started broad-

casting to India by the SUPER-POWER Radio Sri Lanka, the Giant of

Asia. This shortwave broadcast reaches India, Pakistan, Bangladesh,

Afghanistan, Nepal, Sri Lanka and the local language is English reaching

out to over one billion. Excess funds from the Preaching Christ TV

Ministry made it possible in April 2003 to begin broadcasting into Western

Russia, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Ukraine, Czech Republic

and Bulgaria by means of the powerful 100,000 watt transmitter —

Bible Voice Russia. Truly God is able to bring things about which we

think are impossible. (from — www.gijapa.org)

(If you are interested in seeing a picture of and reading a complete tribute to Mr.

Bousman, go to www.gijapa.org and click on “NEWSLETTERS” on the menu

then click on the “2011 JUNE NEWSLETTER.”)

Now — back to the food for thought — after hearing that he had passed away

and then listening to both of his programs that same morning, it became even

more evident to us that his sermons are always based on absolutely nothing but

Scripture. That means they are completely timeless.

“Jesus Christ is the same yesterday and today and forever..” (Heb. 13:8 NASB)

In a time when so many are saying that Christianity must adapt to our current

culture if it is to survive, Ed Bousman is a voice proclaiming the error of that

whole idea. God’s Word hasn’t changed and it never will. It must never “adapt”

to a current culture. The Word of God will never become outdated! The Gospel

will be the same today as it was 2000 years ago as well as long into the future.

The very fact that Bousman’s radio program can be pre-recorded this year to be

broadcast at least 5 years into the future, is a testimony to that fact. Nothing

about God’s Word will change within that time. A Gospel message is the same

today as it should be 5 years — 20 years — 100 years in the future or — as it

was 2000 years ago. The foundation on which salvation rests is solid rock ... 

“.....and that Rock was Christ.” (II Cor. 10:4 KJV)

“...Christ Jesus Himself being the corner stone,” (Eph. 2:20 NASB)
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